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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The inventive concept relates to a method and apparatus for providing a touch interface, and more particularly, to a method and apparatus for providing a novel touch interface for recognizing the touch of hand knives and palms.

[0002] Touch functions using a touch screen provide an important role in portable terminals these days. A user may perform an input operation using a touch screen while minimizing the use of input keys. As hardware technologies grow more advanced, functions of smart phones such as galaxy phones or iPhones® and tablet PCs such as iPads® come close to those of general PCs. Thus, novel input methods for easily executing various functions are desired.

[0003] US 2008/168384 discloses an environment with user interface software interacting with a software application. A method for operating through an application programming interface (API) in this environment includes transferring a set bounce call. The method further includes setting at least one of maximum and minimum bounce values. The set bounce call causes a bounce of a scrolled region in an opposite direction of a scroll based on a region past an edge of the scrolled region being visible in a display region at the end of the scroll.

[0004] US 2007/097096 discloses a touch screen device providing bi-modal user interaction. The touch screen device includes (a) a touch screen interface, (b) a detector to detect an area of finger interaction with the touch screen surface, and (c) a processor. The processor determines, based on at least one of a size, a shape, and an orientation of the detected area of finger interaction, whether a current finger interaction is of one of: a finger-tip interaction type and a finger-pad interaction type. The processor also selects and implements, based on a determined interaction type, one of two different targeting modes, including a first targeting mode selected and implemented in response to a determined finger-tip interaction type and a second targeting mode selected and implemented in response to a determined finger-pad interaction type.

[0005] US 2005/052427 discloses a system and method for recognizing different hand gestures made by touching a touch sensitive surface


[0008] US 2010/263946 discloses an information processing apparatus, inclination detection method and inclination detection program.


Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem

[0010] To address the above-discussed deficiencies of the prior art, it is a primary object to provide a novel touch interface for recognizing the touch of hand knives and palms, unlike an interface for recognizing the touch of fingers.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0011] For a more complete understanding of the present disclosure and its advantages, reference is now made to the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals represent like parts:

FIGURE 1 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 2 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to another embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 3 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an area of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 4 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an eccentricity of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 5 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an angle of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 6a is a view illustrating an example of a sweeping operation of a hand knife according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 6b is a view illustrating an example of a sweeping operation of a hand knife according to another embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIGURE 11 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of the number of touch points according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; FIGURE 10 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to another embodiment of the present disclosure; FIGURE 12 is a view illustrating an example of a palm touch operation according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and FIGURE 13 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for providing a touch interface according to an embodiment.

[0012] According to an aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided a method for providing a touch interface. The method includes receiving a touch input from a touch detection unit, determining whether the touch input is a finger touch or a hand knife touch, wherein the hand knife touch is an edge of a palm of a hand contacting the touch detection unit, based at least on a size of a contact region of the touch input, wherein the determining further comprises: if the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be above a threshold size, calculating an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input; if the eccentricity is calculated to be greater than a threshold eccentricity value, calculating an angle of the touch input by calculating the angle with respect to a reference line passing through a central point of the contact region in a y-axis direction that is parallel to a long edge of the of the touch detection unit, and a straight line passing through a long radius of the contact region; if the angle of the touch input is calculated to be within an angle range of either 70 to 90 degrees, or 0 to 40 degrees, to the reference line, detecting a coordinate of the contact region and calculating a variance of the detected coordinate; wherein, if the variance is determined to be above a threshold variance value, calculating a movement amount of the touch input in a swiping operation across the touch detection unit; and wherein, if the movement amount of the touch input is calculated to be above a movement threshold value, determining the touch input to be a hand knife input; and wherein, if one of the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be below a threshold size, the eccentricity is determined to be below the threshold eccentricity value, the angle is determined to be within a range of 41 to 69 degrees to the reference line, the variance is determined to be below the threshold variance value, or the movement amount is calculated to be below the threshold movement value, determining the touch input to be the finger touch, wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the finger touch, performing a first event corresponding to the finger touch, wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 70 to 90 degrees, performing a second event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch, and wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch and within the angle range of 0 to 40 degrees, performing a third event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch, wherein the first event, second event, and third event are different.

[0013] According to another aspect of the present disclosure, there is provided an apparatus for providing a touch interface. The apparatus includes a touch detection unit configured to receive a touch input, and a control unit configured to determine whether the touch input is a finger touch or a hand knife touch, wherein the hand knife touch is an edge of a palm of a hand contacting the touch detection unit, based at least on a size of a contact region of the touch input, the control unit being further configured to: if the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be above a threshold size, calculate an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input; if the eccentricity is calculated to be greater than a threshold eccentricity value, calculate an angle of the touch input by calculating the angle with respect to a reference line passing through a central point of the contact region in a y-axis direction that is parallel to a long edge of the of the touch detection unit, and a straight line passing through a long radius of the contact region; if the angle of the touch input is calculated to be within an angle range of either 70 to 90 degrees, or 0 to 40 degrees to the reference line, detect a coordinate of the contact region and calculate a variance of the detected coordinate; wherein, if the variance is determined to be above a threshold variance value, calculating a movement amount of the touch input in a swiping operation across the touch detection unit; and wherein, if the movement amount of the touch input is calculated to be above a movement threshold valid, determining the touch input to be a hand knife input; and wherein, if one of the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be below a threshold size, calculating an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input; if the eccentricity is calculated to be below the threshold eccentricity value, the angle is determined to be within a range of 41 to 69 degrees to the reference line, the variance is determined to be below the threshold variance value, or the movement amount is calculated to be below the threshold movement value, determining the touch input to be the finger touch, wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the finger touch, perform a first event corresponding to the finger touch, wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 70 to 90 degrees, perform a second event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch, wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 0 to 40 degrees, perform a third event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch, wherein the first event, second event, and third event are different.
Before undertaking the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION below, it may be advantageous to set forth definitions of certain words and phrases used throughout this patent document: the terms "include" and "comprise," as well as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without limitation; the term "or," is inclusive, meaning and/or; the phrases "associated with" and "associated therewith," as well as derivatives thereof, may mean to include, be included within, interconnect with, contain, be contained within, connect to or with, couple to or with, be communicable with, cooperate with, interleave, juxtapose, be proximate to, be bound to or with, have, have a property of, or the like; and the term "controller" means any device, system or part thereof that controls at least one operation, such a device may be implemented in hardware, firmware or software, or some combination of at least two of the same. It should be noted that the functionality associated with any particular controller may be centralized or distributed, whether locally or remotely.

Definitions for certain words and phrases are provided throughout this patent document, those of ordinary skill in the art should understand that in many, if not most instances, such definitions apply to prior, as well as future uses of such defined words and phrases.

FIGURES 1 through 13, discussed below, and the various embodiments used to describe the principles of the present disclosure in this patent document are by way of illustration only and should not be construed in any way to limit the scope of the disclosure. Those skilled in the art will understand that the principles of the present disclosure may be implemented in any suitably arranged device.

Generally, touch points between a touch detection unit and a user may correspond to the user's fingers. Here, the number of touch points may be singular or plural. However, an embodiment of the present disclosure will describe a touch input using a 'hand knife' that corresponds to a part of the hand from an end of the little finger up to the wrist and a 'palm' when a hand is unfolded, but using the fingers, and a method and apparatus for generating an event due to the touch input. In this specification, the touch point is regarded as an area of a contact point at which a user's hand contacts a touch screen.

FIGURE 1 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Referring to FIGURE 1, in operation 101, a touch interface providing apparatus may receive touch input from a touch detection unit. Examples of the touch detection unit may include a touch screen and a touch pad. Then, the touch interface providing apparatus may determine at least one touch point based on the touch input. The touch point defines a touch contact area.

In operation 102, the touch interface providing apparatus detects the touch characteristics. In the embodiment of the present disclosure, examples of the touch characteristics may include a size of a touch point, an eccentricity of a touch point, an angle of a touch point, a variance of a coordinate included in the touch point, a movement amount of the coordinate included in the touch point when scrolled, and the number of the touch point. These touch characteristics will be described in detail with reference to FIGURE 2. However, the present disclosure is not limited to the above-described examples. For example, various touch characteristics may be provided. The touch may be a single point touch regardless of a size or a multi-point touch. For the multi-point touch, the sum of the values of the touch characteristics may be used as necessary.

In operation 103, the touch interface providing apparatus may generate events different from each other according to the detected touch characteristics. The touch interface providing apparatus may generate events different from each other according to the size of the touch contact area, the eccentricity of the touch area, the angle of the touch input, the variance of the coordinate included in the touch area, the movement amount of the coordinate included in the touch area when scrolled, and the number of touches. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, events different from each other may be generated according to the hand knife touch or the palm touch.

FIGURE 2 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. FIGURE 2 is a view for specifically explaining operations 102 and 103 of FIGURE 1. FIGURE 2 illustrates a process of providing a touch interface when the hand knife touch is inputted and recognized.

Referring to FIGURE 2, since an operation 201 is equivalent to the operation 101 of FIGURE 1, a detailed description will be omitted.

In operation 202, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a size of an area of an inputted touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the size of the area through a certain method after the touch point is determined. The present disclosure is not limited to the certain method. For the multi-point touch, areas of touch points are summed up.

FIGURE 3 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an area of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Referring to FIGURE 3, a touch detection unit 300 allots the coordinate by a pixel unit. A horizontal axis represents an x-axis coordinate and a vertical axis represents a y-axis coordinate, based on a default structure of the touch detection unit 300. The touch interface providing apparatus calculates a size of an area after a first touch point...
301 is determined. Fourteen coordinates exist in the first touch point 301. In this embodiment, the touch interface providing apparatus may calculate the size of the area, based on the coordinates included in the touch point. Also, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a size of an area after a second touch point 302 is determined. Then, the touch interface providing apparatus sums the sizes of the areas of the first and second touch points 301 and 302.

[0026] Referring back to FIGURE 2, after the size of the area is calculated, the process proceeds to an operation 203 when the area size of the touch point exceeds a first threshold value. Alternatively, the process proceeds to an operation 211.

[0027] In operation 203, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates an eccentricity of the touch point. The eccentricity is one of a number of constants that define a quadratic curve. An oval, a hyperbola, and a parabola may be determined according to whether the eccentricity is less or greater than 1 or equal to 1. That is, the eccentricity may become a standard for determining whether the quadratic curve is close to a circle. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the eccentricity may be set to values of long radius/short radius, based on a central point of the area. The central point may be a center of gravity of the touch point. Alternatively, since the touch interface providing apparatus knows the coordinates of the touch point, the central point may be obtained based on the coordinates. The long radius represents the longest line among straight lines passing through the central point. Also, the short radius represents the shortest line.

[0028] FIGURE 4 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an eccentricity of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0029] Referring to FIGURE 4, a touch detection unit 400 allots the coordinate by a pixel unit. It is assumed that a horizontal axis represents an x-axis coordinate and a vertical axis represents a y-axis coordinate. The touch interface providing apparatus calculates an eccentricity after a third touch point 401 is determined. Referring to FIGURE 4, a long radius is expressed by a reference symbol R2 402 and a short radius is expressed by a reference symbol R1 403. Thus, the eccentricity may be obtained from R2(402)/R1(403).

[0030] Referring again to FIGURE 2, after the eccentricity is calculated, the process proceeds to an operation 204 when the eccentricity exceeds a second threshold value. Alternatively, the process proceeds to the operation 211.

[0031] In operation 204, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates an angle of the touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the angle of the touch point after the touch point is determined. A method for calculating the angle of the touch point may be obtained by calculating an angle with respect to a straight line passing through a long radius of the touch point, based on a central point of the touch detection unit.

[0032] FIGURE 5 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of an angle of a touch point according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0033] Referring to FIGURE 5, a touch detection unit 500 allots the coordinate by a pixel unit. It is assumed that a horizontal axis represents an x-axis coordinate and a vertical axis represents a y-axis coordinate. The touch interface providing apparatus calculates an angle of the touch point after a fourth touch point 501 is determined. The touch interface providing apparatus calculates an angle 504 inclined between a reference line 502 passing through a central point in a direction parallel to the y-axis direction and a straight line 503 passing through a long radius. The touch interface providing apparatus may recognize an angle inclined toward a first quadrant and a fourth quadrant based on the reference line 502 as a positive (+) angle. Also, the touch interface providing apparatus may recognize an angle inclined toward a second quadrant and a third quadrant as a negative (-) angle. However, in an embodiment of the present disclosure, the touch interface providing apparatus may be set to recognize only an absolute value of an angle.

[0034] Referring again to FIGURE 2, when an angle of the touch point is approximately 90°, the process proceeds to an operation 205. Alternatively, when an angle of the touch point is approximately 0°, the process proceeds to an operation 208. In another alternative, the process proceeds to the operation 211. According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, as shown in FIGURE 2, it is seen that an angle of the touch point ranges from approximately 70° to approximately 90° when the process proceeds to the operation 205, an angle of the touch point range from approximately 0° to approximately 40° when the process proceeds to the operation 208, and an angle of the touch point ranges from approximately 41° to approximately 69° when the process proceeds to the operation 211. However, the above-described angles are described as an example. Thus, the present disclosure is not limited to the above-described angles. The above-described angles may be varied by a manufacture of the touch interface providing apparatus. However, when the process proceeds to the operation 205, the touch point should be close to a perpendicular angle based on the touch detection unit. Also, when the process proceeds to the operation 208, the touch point should be close to a horizontal angle based on the touch detection unit.

[0035] In operation 205, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a variance of the touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the variance of the touch point after the touch point is determined. The variance is a value that indicates a degree away from an average in the statistics. That is, a variance of any random variable is a numeral that indicates a degree for estimating how far the random variable is away from an expected value (average). The expected value represents a position of the random variable, and the variance represents how the random variable is spread. The variance is expressed as shown in the following Equation (1).
Referring to Equation (1), $\sigma^2$ denotes a variance, $X_i$ denotes a value for obtaining the variance, and $\mu$ denotes an average. When applied to an embodiment of the present disclosure, $X_i$ denotes coordinates and $\mu$ denotes an average of the coordinates. For example, when coordinates $(x_i, y_i)$ within the touch point are provided in six, e.g., $(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (1,2), (2,2),$ and $(3,2)$, the average of an x-axis coordinate $\mu$ may equal 2, and the variance of the x-axis coordinate $\sigma^2$ may equal $((1-2)^2+(2-2)^2+(3-2)^2+(1-2)^2+(2-2)^2+(3-2)^2)/6 = 2/3$. Also, the average of a y-axis coordinate $\mu$ may equal 3/2, and the variance of the y-axis coordinate $\sigma^2$ may equal $((1-1.5)^2+(1-1.5)^2+(1-1.5)^2+(2-1.5)^2+(2-1.5)^2+(2-1.5)^2)/6 = 1/4$. In operation 206, since this process corresponds to a situation in which an angle of the touch point is approximately 90° in the operation 205, a coordinate of a vertical axis, i.e., a variance of the y-axis coordinate may be used as a reference point.

When a variance of the y-axis coordinate of the touch point exceeds a third threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 206. When the variance of the y-axis coordinate of the touch point does not exceed the third threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 211. Also, a condition in which a variance of the x-axis coordinate is less than a certain threshold value may be further added to a condition of the threshold value of the variance. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the touch interface unit may confirm the number of touch point in a process between the operation 204 and the operation 205. When the number of the touch point is one, the operation 205 that is a process for obtaining a variance may be omitted to directly proceed to the operation 206.

In the operation 206, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a movement amount of a touch point coordinate. When the user moves the touch point on the touch detection unit while contacting his/her hand on the current touch point, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the movement amount of the touch point coordinate. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the movement amount of the coordinate is calculated as a movement amount of a diagonal line by a Pythagorean theorem. The movement amount of the coordinate is expressed as shown in the following Equation (2).

$$SwDist^2 = (SwDeltaX \ast SwDeltaX) + (SwDeltaY \ast SwDeltaY) \quad \text{<Eqn. 2>},$$

Referring to Equation (2), $SwDist$ denotes a movement amount of the diagonal line, i.e., a movement amount of the coordinate, $SwDeltaX$ denotes a variance of the x-axis coordinate, and $SwDeltaY$ denotes a variance of the y-axis coordinate. For example, when the coordinate of the touch point is moved from coordinates $(1,1), (2,1)$ to coordinates $(1,2), (2,2)$, the movement amount of the coordinate may be a route 2.

When the movement amount of the touch point coordinate exceeds a fourth threshold value, the process proceeds to an operation 207. Alternatively, when the movement amount of the touch point coordinate does not exceed the fourth threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 211.

If the conditions of the operations 201 to 206 are satisfied, this may correspond to a situation in which the hand knife contacts the touch detection unit to perform a swiping or sweeping operation in a horizontal direction, i.e., left or right direction. If the conditions of the operation 201 to 206 are satisfied, the touch interface providing apparatus may recognize that the hand knife vertically contacts the touch detection unit and the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in the left or right direction according to the operation 206. When the touch point is moved in a left or right direction, the y-axis coordinate is not substantially changed, and only the x-axis coordinate is changed.

FIGURE 6a is a view illustrating an example of a sweeping operation of a hand knife according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Referring to FIGURE 6a, the conditions of the operation 201 to operation 206 are satisfied, and also, the hand knife of a user’s hand (601) contacts (a portion contacting a shaded portion within a reference numeral 602) the touch detection unit 600 and is moved in the left direction.

In operation 207, the touch interface providing apparatus generates a second event. That is, the touch interface providing apparatus recognizing the swiping or sweeping operation in the left or right direction of the hand knife generates
the second event corresponding to the above-described operation. The swiping or sweeping operation represents an operation for laterally pushing a screen. The second event represents an operation reacting with respect to the swiping or sweeping operation in the left or right direction. A specific example will be described with reference to FIGURES 7 to 9, which will be described later.

[0045] In operation 204, when an angle of the touch point is approximately 0°, the process proceeds to an operation 208. In the operation 208, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a variance. When a variance of the x-axis coordinate of the touch point exceeds the third threshold value, the process proceeds to an operation 209. Alternatively, when the of the x-axis coordinate of the touch point does not exceed the third threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 211. Also, a condition in which a variance of the y-axis coordinate is less than a certain threshold value may be further added to a condition of the threshold value of the variance. In operation 205, the y-axis coordinate that is a vertical axis is used as a reference point. Alternatively, since the operation 208 corresponds to a situation in which an angle of the touch point is approximately 0°, a coordinate of a horizontal axis, a variance of the x-axis coordinate may be used as a reference point. Also, although it is assumed that the threshold values are equal to each other in the operations 205 and 208, the threshold values may be different from each other in the operations 205 and 208 because a display may have a rectangular shape, and the touch detection unit has left and right lengths different from each other even though the hand knife contacts the touch detection unit, thereby causing contact lengths different from each other.

[0046] In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the touch interface unit may confirm the number of the touch points in a process between the operation 204 and the operation 208. When the number of the touch point is one, the operation 208 that is a process for obtaining a variance may be omitted to directly proceed to the operation 209.

[0047] In the operation 209, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a movement amount of the touch point. When the movement amount of the touch point exceeds a fourth threshold value, the process proceeds to an operation 210. Alternatively, when the movement amount of the touch point coordinate does not exceed the fourth threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 211. Also, although it is assumed that the threshold values are equal to each other in the operations 206 and 209, the threshold values may be different from each other in the operations 206 and 209 because a display may have a rectangular shape.

[0048] If the conditions of the operations 201 to 204, 208, and 209 are satisfied, this may correspond to a situation in which the hand knife contacts the touch detection unit to perform a swiping or sweeping operation in a vertical direction, i.e., upper or lower direction. If the conditions of the operation 201 to 204 and 208 are satisfied, the touch interface providing apparatus may recognize that the hand knife horizontally contacts the touch detection unit and the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in the upper or lower direction according to the operation 209. When the touch point is moved in upper or lower direction, the y-axis coordinate is not substantially changed, and only the x-axis coordinate is changed.

[0049] FIGURE 6b is a view illustrating an example of a swiping operation of a hand knife according to another embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0050] Referring to FIGURE 6b, the conditions of the operations 201 to 204, 206, and 209 are satisfied, and also, the hand knife of a user's hand (601) contacts (i.e., a portion contacting a shaded portion within a reference numeral 602) the touch detection unit 600 and is moved in the upper direction 605.

[0051] In operation 210, the touch interface providing apparatus generates a third event. That is, the touch interface providing apparatus recognizes the swiping or sweeping operation in the upper or lower direction of the hand knife and generates the third event corresponding to the above-described operation. The swiping or sweeping operation represents an operation for laterally pushing a screen. The third event represents an operation reacting with respect to the swiping or sweeping operation in the upper or lower direction. A specific example will be described with reference to FIGURES 7 to 9 that will be described later.

[0052] In operation 211, touch interface providing apparatus generates a first event. The first event may be an event corresponding to a general finger touch. When the touch point gets out of a certain angle and thus the swiping or sweeping operation in one direction is not recognized, the first event may correspond to an event assumed as the general finger touch.

[0053] Referring to FIGURE 2, although the second or third event is generated when each of a series of processes is satisfied, the present disclosure is not limited thereto. For example, the hand knife may be recognized only in the operation 202 and 204. The processes and combinations thereof in FIGURE 2 may be varied according to capacities of the touch detection unit or the touch interface providing apparatus.

[0054] FIGURE 7 is a view illustrating an example of a structure 700 of an interface provided by a sweeping operation of a hand knife contact according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0055] Referring to FIGURE 7, the touch interface providing apparatus may provide interfaces 701 to 705 according to the vertical sweeping operation as an example of the third event. That is, when the hand knife horizontally contacts the touch detection unit to vertically perform the sweeping operation, the interface providing apparatus provides interfaces 701 to 705 according to the vertical sweeping operation. The central interface is an interface provided into the current display. For example, when an upward sweeping operation is recognized, the touch interface providing apparatus pro-
vides the lower interface 702 to the central interface 701. And conversely, when a downward sweeping operation is recognized, the touch interface providing apparatus provides the upper interface 704. In FIGURE 7, an interface corresponding to the third event is an interface for converting an application. For example, the vertical sweeping operation may enable an application different from a list, a page, and a status bar to be scrolled.

[0056] The touch interface providing apparatus provides interfaces 710 to 730 according to the vertical sweeping operation as an example of the second event. That is, when the hand knife vertically contacts the touch detection unit to horizontally perform the sweeping operation, the interface providing apparatus provides interfaces 710 to 730 according to the horizontal sweeping operation. The central interface 710 is an interface provided into the current display. For example, when the sweeping operation is recognized in a right direction, the touch interface providing apparatus provides the left interface 720 to the central interface 710. And conversely, when the sweeping operation is recognized in a left direction, the touch interface providing apparatus provides the right interface 730. In FIGURE 7, an interface corresponding to the second event is an interface for converting a menu. For example, the vertical sweeping operation may realize a conversion menu having a new cabinet in which desired applications and contents are stored.

[0057] FIGURES 8 and 9 are views illustrating examples of an interface provided by a sweeping operation of hand knife touch according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0058] Referring to FIGURE 8, when a hand knife of a user's hand 800 contacts the touch detection unit from a downward direction to a horizontal direction to perform the sweeping operation in an upward direction 801, the current application 701 is converted into an application 702 allotted in a lower side of the current application 701 in the structure of FIGURE 7.

[0059] Referring to FIGURE 9, when a hand knife of a user's hand 900 contacts the touch detection unit from a left direction to a vertical direction to perform the sweeping operation in a right direction, the current menu 710 is converted into a menu 720 allotted in a left side of the current menu 710 in the structure of FIGURE 7.

[0060] FIGURE 10 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface according to another embodiment of the present disclosure. FIGURE 10 is a view for specifically explaining operations 102 and 103 of FIGURE 1. FIGURE 10 is a flowchart illustrating a process of providing a touch interface when the palm touch is inputted and recognized.

[0061] Referring to FIGURE 10, since an operation 1001 is equivalent to the operation 101 of FIGURE 1, a detailed description will be omitted.

[0062] In operation 1002, the touch interface providing apparatus recognizes the number of touch points.

[0063] When the number of touch points exceeds a fifth threshold value, the process proceeds to an operation 1003. Alternatively, when the number of touch points does not exceed the fifth threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 1006.

[0064] In operation 1003, the touch interface providing apparatus calculate a size of an area of the inputted touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the size of the area through a certain method after the touch point is decided. For the palm touch, areas of the touch points are summed up because a multi-touch input occurs. After the size of the area is calculated, the process proceeds to an operation 1004 when the area size of the touch point exceeds a sixth threshold value. Alternatively, the process proceeds to an operation 1006. Unlike the hand knife touch of FIGURE 2, the sixth threshold value may be greater than the first threshold value.

[0065] In operation 1004, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates a variance of the touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the variance of the touch point after the touch point is determined. When variances of the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of the touch point exceed a seventh threshold value, the process proceeds to the operation 1005. When the variances of the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of the touch point do not exceed the third threshold value, the process proceeds to an operation 1006. Unlike the operation 205 and 208, the variances of the x-axis and y-axis coordinates should exceed a certain threshold value in operation 1004.

[0066] If the conditions of the operations 1001 to 1004 are satisfied, this corresponds to a state in which the palm contacts the touch detection unit to perform an operation.

[0067] FIGURE 11 is a coordinate diagram illustrating an example of the number of touch points according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0068] Referring to FIGURE 11, a touch detection unit 1100 allots the coordinate by a pixel unit. A horizontal axis represents an x-coordinate and a vertical axis represents a y-coordinate, based on a default structure of the touch detection unit 1100. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus recognizes the number of the touch points through a touch detection unit 1100. Four touch points 1110 to 1140 are illustrated in FIGURE 11. Generally, when the palm touch is performed, a plurality of touch points may be generated in the touch detection unit 1100 because a human's hand has curved portions.

[0069] FIGURE 12 is a view illustrating an example of a palm touch operation according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0070] Referring to FIGURE 12, the conditions of the operations 1001 to 1004 are satisfied, and also, the hand knife of a user's hand (1200) contacts (i.e., a portion contacting a shaded portion within a reference numeral 1202) the touch detection unit 1201.
In operation 1005, the touch interface providing apparatus generates a fourth event. That is, the touch interface providing apparatus recognizes the contact of the hand knife and generates the fourth event corresponding to the above-described operation. The fourth event represents an operation reacting with respect to the touch of the palm. For example, the fourth event may be an event for ending the current executing application. Also, when the touch interface providing apparatus is increased in a mobile device, the fourth event may be an event for ending a call. When the user ends or cancels a certain operating function, the fourth event may provide a real feedback to the user by actually covering the current screen. This may be randomly set by the manufacturer or user.

Since an operation 1006 is equal to the operation 211, their duplicated descriptions will be omitted.

FIGURE 13 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for providing a touch interface according to an embodiment.

A touch interface providing apparatus 1300 includes a touch detection unit 1310, a control unit 1320, a storage unit 1330, and an output unit 1340.

The touch detection unit 1310 represents a touch detection device. Thus, the touch detection unit 1310 may include a touch screen or a touch pad. The touch screen is a touch detection surface for receiving a user's input based on haptic contact or tactile contact. The touch screen may have a capacitive technology, a resistive technology, an infrared technology, and a surface acoustic wave technology as well as a proximity sensor array. The touch screen may include other components for determining one or more contact points with the touch screen. In a general touch detection unit, a user's interface is based on finger-based contact and gesture. However, the user's interface according to the embodiment of the present disclosure may be based on a hand knife or palm-based contact and gesture. The touch pad may be a touch detection region of the device. Unlike the touch screen, the touch pad does not display a visual output. The touch pad may be separated from the touch screen or a touch detection surface extending from the touch detection surface of the touch screen.

The touch detection unit 1310 may be integrated with the display device or separated from the display device as an individual component. In FIGURE 13, the display device may be the output unit 1340.

The touch detection unit 1310 receives a user's touch input.

The output unit 1340 may be a liquid crystal display (LCD) (e.g., an active matrix, a passive matrix, and the like). Alternatively, the output unit 1340 may be a monitor such as a single color display, a color graphics adapter (CGA) display, an enhanced graphics adapter (EGA) display, a variable-graphics-array (VGA) display, a super VGA display, a cathode ray tube (CRT), and the like. The output 1340 may correspond to a plasma display or a display which is realized by an electronic link.

The control unit 1320 detects touch characteristics. The control unit 1320 determines at least one touch point based on the touch input. The touch point defines a touch contact area. In the embodiment of the present disclosure, examples of the touch characteristics may include a size of a touch contact point, an eccentricity of a touch point, an angle of a touch point, a dispersion value of a coordinate included in the touch point, an movement amount of the coordinate included in the touch point when scrolled, and the number of touch points. However, the present disclosure is not limited to the above-described examples. For example, various touch characteristics may be provided. The touch may be a single point touch regardless of a size or a multi-point touch. For the multi-point touch, the sum of the values of the touch characteristics may be used as necessary.

Thereafter, the control unit 1320 generates events different from each other according to the detected touch characteristics. The control unit 1320 may generate events different from each other according to the size of the touch contact area, the eccentricity of the touch area, the angle of the touch input, the dispersion value of the coordinate included in the touch area, the movement amount of the coordinate included in the touch area when scrolled, and the number of touches. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the control unit 1320 generates events different from each other according to the hand knife touch or the palm touch.

Hereinafter, an operation of the control unit according to the touch input will be described. An embodiment in which the hand knife touch is recognized and thus an event according to the hand knife touch is generated will be described.

The control unit 1320 calculates a size of an area of a touch point inputted into a touch detection unit 1310. The control unit 1320 calculates the size of the area through a predetermined method after the touch point is determined. The control unit 1320 may calculate the size of the area, based on the coordinates included in the touch point. The present disclosure is not limited to the predetermined method. For the multi-point touch, the control unit 1320 sums areas of the touch points.

The control unit 1320 calculates an eccentricity of the touch point. The eccentricity is one of the constants that define a quadratic curve. An oval, a hyperbola, and a parabola may be determined according to whether the eccentricity is less or greater than 1 or equal to 1. That is, the eccentricity may be used for determining whether the quadratic curve is close to a circle. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the eccentricity may be set to values of long radius/short radius, based on a central point of the area. The central point may be a center of gravity of the touch point. Alternatively, since the touch interface providing apparatus knows the coordinates of the touch point, the central point may be obtained...
The control unit 1320 calculates an angle of the touch point. The control unit 1320 calculates the angle of the touch point after the touch point is determined. A method for calculating the angle of the touch point includes calculating an angle with respect to a straight line passing through a long radius of the touch point, based on a vertical axis of the touch detection unit.

When an angle of the touch point is approximately 90° or 0°, the control unit 1320 calculates a variance of the touch point. Here, the touch interface providing apparatus calculates the variance value of the touch point after the touch point is determined. The variance is a value that indicates a degree away from an average in the statistics. That is, a variance of any random variable is a numeral that indicates a degree for estimating how the random variable is away from an expected value (average). The expected value represents a position of the random variable, and the variance represents how the random variable is spread.

When the size of the area of the touch point exceeds a first threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, the eccentricity exceeds a second threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, the angle of the touch point is approximately 90°, and a variance of a y-axis coordinate of the touch point exceeds a third threshold value (a condition in which a variance of the y-axis coordinate is less than a certain threshold value may be further added to a condition of the threshold value of the variance), the control unit 1320 may detect that the touch point of the hand knife vertically contacts the touch detection unit. Also, when the angle of the touch point is approximately 0°, when a variance of the x-axis coordinate of the touch point exceeds a third threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330 (a condition in which a variance of the y-axis coordinate is less than a certain threshold value may be further added to a condition of the threshold value of the variance), it is detected that the touch point of the hand knife horizontally contacts the touch detection unit. Although it is assumed that the third threshold values according to the angle are equal to each other, the threshold values may be different from each other because the touch detection unit 310 has a rectangular shape, and has left and right lengths different from each other to cause contact lengths different from each other.

The control unit 1320 calculates a movement amount of a touch point coordinate. When the user moves the touch point on the touch detection unit while contacting his/her hand on the current touch point, the control unit 1320 calculates the movement amount of the touch point coordinate. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the movement amount of the coordinate is calculated as a movement amount of a diagonal line according to the Pythagorean Theorem.

When the movement amount of the touch point coordinate exceeds a fourth threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, the control unit 1320 may generate events different from each other according to the vertical and horizontal contact of the touch point of the hand knife. Also, although it is assumed that the fourth threshold values are equal to each other, the fourth threshold values may be different from each other because a display has a rectangular shape. When the movement amount of the touch point coordinate exceeds the fourth threshold value, this may correspond to a situation in which the hand knife contacts the touch detection unit to perform a swiping or sweeping operation in a left or right, or upper or lower direction. If it is recognized that the hand knife vertically contacts the touch detection unit 1310, it may be recognized that the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in a left or right direction. Also, if it is recognized that the hand knife horizontally contacts the touch detection unit 1310, the control unit 1320 may recognize that the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in an upper or lower direction.

When the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in the left or right direction, the control unit 1320 generates a second event. When the swiping or sweeping operation is performed in the upper or lower direction, the control unit 1320 generates a third event. Since the examples of the second and third events according to the vertical and horizontal swiping or sweeping are illustrated in FIGURES 7 to 9, their descriptions will be omitted here. Also, it is unnecessary to allow the conditions to exceed the threshold value. A combination of the conditions for satisfying the threshold value may be varied according to capacities of the touch detection unit or the touch interface providing apparatus.

An embodiment in which the palm touch is recognized and thus an event according to the palm touch is generated will be described.

The control unit 1320 recognizes the number of touch points and calculates a size of an area of the touch points. Also, the control unit 1320 calculates a variance of the touch points.

When the number of touch points exceeds a fifth threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, the size of the area exceeds a sixth threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, and variances of the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of the touch point exceed a seventh threshold value stored in the storage unit 1330, the control unit 1320 recognizes that the palm contacts the touch unit to generate a fourth event. For example, the fourth event may be an event for ending the current executing application. Also, when the touch interface providing apparatus 1300 is increased in a mobile device, the fourth event may be an event for ending a call. When the user ends or cancels a certain operating function, the fourth event may provide a real feedback to the user by actually covering the current screen. This may be randomly set by the manufacturer or user.

Also, it is unnecessary to allow the conditions to exceed the threshold value. A combination of the conditions for satisfying the threshold value may be varied according to capacities of the touch detection unit or the touch interface.
providing apparatus.

[0095] As described above, a sensing information providing method, a sensing providing method, and a method for receiving sensing information from a sensing information providing apparatus to allow the sensing providing apparatus to provide the sensing information may be realized using codes readable by a computer in a recording medium. The computer readable recording medium is any data storage medium that can store data which can be thereafter read by a computer system. Examples of the computer readable recording medium include read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, and optical data storage devices. The computer readable recording medium can also be distributed over network coupled computer systems so that the computer readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. Also, functional programs, codes, and code segments for realizing the disk management method can be easily construed by programmers skilled in the art to which the present disclosure pertains.

[0096] The preferred embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense only and not for purposes of limitation. Therefore, the scope of the invention is defined not by the detailed description of the disclosure but by the appended claims. Although the present disclosure has been described with an exemplary embodiment, various changes and modifications may be suggested to one skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A method for providing a touch interface, the method comprising:
   receiving (201) a touch input from a touch detection unit (300; 1310);
   determining whether the touch input is a finger touch or a hand knife touch, wherein the hand knife touch is an edge of a palm of a hand contacting the touch detection unit (300; 1310), wherein the determining further comprises:
   if the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined (202) to be above a threshold size, calculating (203) an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input;
   if the eccentricity is calculated to be greater than a threshold eccentricity value, calculating (204) an angle of the touch input by calculating the angle with respect to a reference line passing through a central point of the contact region in a y-axis direction that is parallel to a long edge of the of the touch detection unit (300), and a straight line passing through a long radius of the contact region;
   if the angle of the touch input is calculated to be within an angle range of either 70 to 90 degrees, or 0 to 40 degrees, to the reference line, detecting a coordinate of the contact region and calculating (205; 208) a variance of the detected coordinate;
   wherein, if the variance is determined (205; 208) to be above a threshold variance value, calculating (206; 209) a movement amount of the touch input in a swiping operation across the touch detection unit (300); and
   wherein, if the movement amount of the touch input is calculated (206; 209) to be above a movement threshold value, determining the touch input to be a hand knife input; and
   wherein, if one of the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined (202) to be below a threshold size, the eccentricity is determined (203) to be below the threshold eccentricity value, the angle is determined (204) to be within a range of 41 to 69 degrees to the reference line, the variance is determined (208) to be below the threshold variance value, or the movement amount (206; 209) is calculated to be below the threshold movement value, determining the touch input to be the finger touch,
   wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the finger touch, performing (211) a first event corresponding to the finger touch,
   wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 70 to 90 degrees, performing (207) a second event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch, and
   wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch and within the angle range of 0 to 40 degrees, performing (210) a third event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch,
   wherein the first event, second event, and third event are different.

2. An apparatus (1300) for providing a touch interface, the apparatus comprising:
   a touch detection unit (1300) configured to receive a touch input; and
   a control unit (1320) configured to:
   determine whether the touch input is a finger touch or a hand knife touch, wherein the hand knife touch is an edge of a palm of a hand contacting the touch detection unit (300; 1310), the control unit (1320) being further configured to:
if the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be above a threshold size, calculate an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input;

if the eccentricity is calculated to be greater than a threshold eccentricity value, calculate an angle of the touch input by calculating the angle with respect to a reference line passing through a central point of the contact region in a y-axis direction that is parallel to a long edge of the touch detection unit (300), and a straight line passing through a long radius of the contact region;

if the angle of the touch input is calculated to be within an angle range of either 70 to 90 degrees, or 0 to 40 degrees to the reference line, detect a coordinate of the contact region and calculate (205) a variance of the detected coordinate;

wherein, if the variance is determined to be above a threshold variance value, calculating a movement amount of the touch input in a swiping operation across the touch detection unit (300; 1310); and

wherein, if one of the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined to be below a threshold size, the eccentricity is determined to be below the threshold eccentricity value, the angle is determined to be within a range of 41 to 69 degrees to the reference line, or the variance is determined to be below the threshold variance value, or the movement amount is calculated to be below the threshold movement value; determine the touch input to be the finger touch,

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the finger touch, perform a first event corresponding to the finger touch, and

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 70 to 90 degrees, perform a second event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch,

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 0 to 40 degrees, perform a third event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch,

wherein the first event, second event, and third event are different.

3. A computer-readable storage medium storing instructions for executing a method for providing a touch interface, the instructions for:

receiving (201) a touch input from a touch detection unit (300; 1310);

determining whether the touch input is a finger touch or a hand knife touch, wherein the hand knife touch is an edge of a palm of a hand contacting the touch detection unit (300; 1310), wherein the determining further comprises;

if the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined (202) to be above a threshold size, calculating (203) an eccentricity of the contact region of the touch input;

if the eccentricity is calculated to be greater than a threshold eccentricity value, calculating (204) an angle of the touch input by calculating the angle with respect to a reference line passing through a central point of the contact region in a y-axis direction that is parallel to a long edge of the touch detection unit (300), and a straight line passing through a long radius of the contact region;

if the angle of the touch input is calculated to be within an angle range of either 70 to 90 degrees, or 0 to 40 degrees to the reference line, detecting a coordinate of the contact region and calculating (205) a variance (205; 208) of the detected coordinate;

wherein, if the variance is determined (205; 208) to be above a threshold variance value, calculating (206; 209) a movement amount of the touch input in a swiping operation across the touch detection unit (300); and

wherein, if one of the size of the contact region of the touch input is determined (202) to be below a threshold size, the eccentricity is determined (203) to be below the threshold eccentricity value, the angle is determined (204) to be within a range of 41 to 69 degrees to the reference line, or the variance is determined (208) to be below the threshold variance value, or the movement amount is calculated (206; 209) to be below the threshold movement value; determining the touch input to be the finger touch,

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the finger touch, performing (211) a first event corresponding to the finger touch,

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch, and within the angle range of 70 to 90 degrees, performing (210) a second event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch,

wherein, if the touch input is determined to be the hand knife touch and within the angle range of 0 to 40 degrees, performing (210) a third event corresponding to the swiping operation of the hand knife touch,
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Bereitstellung einer Touch-Benutzeroberfläche, wobei das Verfahren folgendes umfasst:
   Empfangen (201) einer Berührungseingabe von einer Berührungserkennungseinheit (300; 1310);
   Bestimmen, ob die Berührungseingabe eine Fingerberührung oder eine Handkantenberührung ist, wobei es sich bei der Handkantenberührung um eine Berührung der Berührungserkennungseinheit durch eine Kante einer Handfläche einer Hand (300; 1310) handelt, wobei das Bestimmen ferner folgendes umfasst:
   wenn bestimmt wird (202), dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe größer ist als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Berechnen (203) einer Exzentrizität des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe;
   wenn die berechnete Exzentrizität größer ist als ein Schwellenwert für die Exzentrizität, Berechnen (204) eines Winkels der Berührungseingabe durch Berechnen des Winkels im Verhältnis zu einer Referenzlinie, die durch einen zentralen Punkt des Berührungsbereichs in eine Y-Achsenrichtung verläuft, die parallel ist zu einer langen Kante der Berührungserkennungseinheit (300), und einer geraden Linie, die durch einen langen Radius des Kontaktbereichs verläuft;
   wenn der berechnete Winkel der Berührungseingabe innerhalb eines Winkelbereichs von 70 bis 90 Grad oder von 0 bis 40 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, Erkennen einer Koordinate des Kontaktbereichs und Berechnen (208) einer Varianz der erkannten Koordinate;
   wobei, wenn bestimmt wird (205; 208), dass die Varianz über einem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, Berechnen (206; 209) eines Ausmaßes der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe in einem Wischvorgang über die Berührungserkennungseinheit (300); und
   wobei, wenn das berechnete (206; 209) Ausmaß der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe über einem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Handkanteneingabe handelt;
   wobei, wenn bestimmt wird (202), dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe kleiner ist als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Bestimmen (203), dass die Exzentrizität unterhalb des Schwellenwerts für die Exzentrizität liegt, wobei wenn bestimmt wird (204), dass der Winkel in einem Bereich von 41 bis 69 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, bestimmt wird (208), dass die Varianz unter dem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, oder wenn berechnet wird, dass das Ausmaß der Bewegung (206; 209) unter dem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Fingerberührung handelt;
   wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Fingerberührung handelt, Ausführen (211) eines der Fingerberührung entsprechenden ersten Ereignisses;
   wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Handkantenberührung handelt, die sich in dem Winkelbereich von 70 bis 90 Grad befindet, Ausführen (207) eines dem Wischvorgang der Handkantenberührung entsprechenden zweiten Ereignisses; und
   wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Handkantenberührung handelt, die sich in dem Winkelbereich von 0 bis 40 Grad befindet, Ausführen (210) eines dem Wischvorgang der Handkantenberührung entsprechenden dritten Ereignisses;
   wobei das erste Ereignis, das zweite Ereignis und das dritte Ereignis unterschiedlich sind.

2. Vorrichtung (1300) zur Bereitstellung einer Touch-Benutzeroberfläche, wobei die Vorrichtung folgendes umfasst:
   eine Berührungserkennungseinheit (1300), die zum Empfangen einer Berührungseingabe gestaltet ist; und eine Steuereinheit (1320), die für folgende Zwecke gestaltet ist:
   Bestimmen, ob die Berührungseingabe eine Fingerberührung oder eine Handkantenberührung ist, wobei es sich bei der Handkantenberührung um eine Berührung der Berührungserkennungseinheit durch eine Kante einer Handfläche einer Hand (300; 1310) handelt, wobei die Steuereinheit (1320) ferner für folgende Zwecke gestaltet ist:
   wenn bestimmt wird, dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe größer ist als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Berechnen einer Exzentrizität des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe;
   wenn die berechnete Exzentrizität größer ist als ein Schwellenwert für die Exzentrizität, Berechnen eines Winkels der Berührungseingabe durch Berechnen des Winkels im Verhältnis zu einer Referenzlinie, die durch einen zentralen Punkt des Berührungsbereichs in eine Y-Achsenrichtung verläuft, die parallel ist zu

wherein the first event, second event, and third event are different.
einer langen Kante der Berührungserkennungseinheit (300), und einer geraden Linie, die durch einen langen Radius des Kontaktbereichs verläuft; wenn der berechnete Winkel der Berührungsseingabe innerhalb eines Winkelbereiches von 70 bis 90 Grad oder von 0 bis 40 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, Erkennen einer Koordinate des Kontaktbereichs und Berechnen (205) einer Varianz der erkannten Koordinate; wobei, wenn bestimmt wird, dass die Varianz über einem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, Berechnen eines Ausmaßes der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe in einem Wischvorgang über die Berührungserkennungseinheit (300; 1310); und wobei, wenn das berechnete (206; 209) Ausmaß der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe über einem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Handkanten-eingabe handelt; und wobei, wenn bestimmt wird, dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe kleiner ist als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Bestimmen, dass die Exzentrizität unterhalb von einem Schwellenwert für die Exzentrität liegt, wobei wenn bestimmt wird, dass der Winkel in einem Bereich von 41 bis 69 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, bestimmt wird, dass die Varianz unter dem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, oder wenn berechnet wird, dass das Ausmaß der Bewegung unter dem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Fingerberührung handelt, Ausführen eines der Fingerberührung entsprechenden ersten Ereignisses; wobei, wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Handkantenberührung handelt, die sich in dem Winkelbereich von 70 bis 90 Grad befindet, Ausführen eines dem Wischvorgang der Handkantenberührung entsprechenden zweiten Ereignisses; und wobei, wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Handkantenberührung handelt, die sich in dem Winkelbereich von 0 bis 40 Grad befindet, Ausführen eines dem Wischvorgang der Handkantenberührung entsprechenden dritten Ereignisses; wobei das erste Ereignis, das zweite Ereignis und das dritte Ereignis unterschiedlich sind.

3. Computerlesbares Speichermedium, das Anweisungen zur Ausführung eines Verfahrens zur Bereitstellung einer Touch-Benutzeroberfläche speichert, wobei die Anweisungen für folgendes dienen: Empfangen (201) einer Berührungseingabe von einer Berührungserkennungseinheit (300; 1310); wobei, wenn bestimmt wird (202), dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe kleiner ist als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Berechnen (203) einer Exzentrizität des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe; wenn die berechnete Exzentrizität größer ist als ein Schwellenwert für die Exzentrizität, Berechnen (204) eines Winkels der Berührungseingabe durch Berechnen des Winkels im Verhältnis zu einer Referenzlinie, die durch einen zentralen Punkt des Berührungsbereichs in eine Y-Achsenrichtung verläuft, die parallel ist zu einer langen Kante der Berührungserkennungseinheit (300), und einer geraden Linie, die durch einen langen Radius des Kontaktbereichs verläuft; wenn der berechnete Winkel der Berührungseingabe innerhalb eines Winkelbereiches von 70 bis 90 Grad oder von 0 bis 40 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, Erkennen einer Koordinate des Kontaktbereichs und Berechnen (205) einer Varianz (205; 208) der erkannten Koordinate; wobei, wenn bestimmt wird (205; 208), dass die Varianz über einem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, Berechnen (206; 209) eines Ausmaßes der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe in einem Wischvorgang über die Berührungserkennungseinheit (300); und wobei, wenn das berechnete (206; 209) Ausmaß der Bewegung der Berührungseingabe über einem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Handkanteneingabe handelt; und wobei, wenn bestimmt wird (202), dass die Größe des Kontaktbereichs der Berührungseingabe kleiner als eine Schwellenwertgröße, Bestimmen (203), dass die Exzentrizität unterhalb des Schwellenwerts für die Exzentrizität liegt, wobei wenn bestimmt wird (204), dass der Winkel in einem Bereich von 41 bis 69 Grad zu der Referenzlinie liegt, bestimmt wird (208), dass die Varianz unter dem Varianzschwellenwert liegt, oder wenn berechnet wird, dass das Ausmaß der Bewegung (206; 209) unter dem Bewegungsschwellenwert liegt, Bestimmen, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um eine Fingerberührung handelt; wobei, wenn bestimmt wird, dass es sich bei der Berührungseingabe um die Fingerberührung handelt, Ausführen
Revendications

1. Procédé pour fournir une interface tactile, le procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes :
   réception (201) d’une entrée tactile provenant d’une unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310) ;
   détermination du fait de savoir si l’entrée tactile est un toucher de doigt ou un toucher de tranche de la main,
   le toucher de tranche de la main étant un bord d’une paume de la main entrant en contact avec l’unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310), la détermination comprenant en outre les étapes suivantes :
   si la taille de la région de contact de l’entrée tactile est déterminée (202) comme étant supérieure à une taille seuil, calcul (203) d’une excentricité de la région de contact de l’entrée tactile ;
   si l’excentricité est calculée comme étant supérieure à une valeur d’excentricité seuil, calcul (204) d’un angle de l’entrée tactile en calculant l’angle par rapport à une ligne de référence passant par un point central de la région de contact dans une direction d’axe y qui est parallèle à un bord long de l’unité de détection tactile (300), et une ligne droite passant par un long rayon de la région de contact ;
   si l’angle de l’entrée tactile est calculé comme étant dans une plage d’angle de 70 à 90 degrés, ou de 0 à 40 degrés, par rapport à la ligne de référence, détection d’une coordonnée de la région de contact et calcul (205 ; 208) d’une variance de la coordonnée détectée ;
   si la variance est déterminée (205 ; 208) comme étant supérieure à une valeur de variance seuil, calcul (206 ; 209) d’une quantité de mouvement de l’entrée tactile dans une opération de balayage à travers l’unité de détection tactile (300) ; et
   si la quantité de mouvement de l’entrée tactile est calculée (206 ; 209) comme étant supérieure à une valeur de mouvement seuil, détermination du fait de savoir que l’entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt,
   s’il est déterminé que l’entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt, exécution (211) d’un premier événement correspondant au toucher de doigt,
   s’il est déterminé que l’entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main, et dans la plage d’angle de 70 à 90 degrés, exécution (207) d’un deuxième événement correspondant à l’opération de balayage du toucher de tranche de la main, et
   s’il est déterminé que l’entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main et dans la plage d’angle de 0 à 40 degrés, exécution (210) d’un troisième événement correspondant à l’opération de balayage du toucher de tranche de la main,
   le premier événement, le deuxième événement et le troisième événement étant différents.

2. Appareil (1300) pour fournir une interface tactile, l’appareil comprenant :
   une unité de détection tactile (1300) conçue pour recevoir une entrée tactile ; et
   une unité de commande (1320) conçue pour :
   déterminer si l’entrée tactile est un toucher de doigt ou un toucher de tranche de la main, le toucher de tranche de la main étant un bord d’une paume de la main entrant en contact avec l’unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310), l’unité de commande (1320) étant en outre conçue pour :
   si la taille de la région de contact de l’entrée tactile est déterminée comme étant supérieure à une taille seuil, calculer une excentricité de la région de contact de l’entrée tactile ;
si l'excentricité est calculée comme étant supérieure à une valeur d'excentricité seuil, calculer un angle de l'entrée tactile en calculant l'angle par rapport à une ligne de référence passant par un point central de la région de contact dans une direction d'axe y qui est parallèle à un bord long de l'unité de détection tactile (300), et une ligne droite passant par un long rayon de la région de contact ;

si l'angle de l'entrée tactile est calculé comme étant dans une plage d'angle de 70 à 90 degrés, ou de 0 à 40 degrés, par rapport à la ligne de référence, détecter une coordonnée de la région de contact et calculer (205) une variance de la coordonnée détectée ;

si la variance est déterminée comme étant supérieure à une valeur de variance seuil, calculer une quantité de mouvement de l'entrée tactile dans une opération de balayage à travers l'unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310) ; et

si la quantité de mouvement de l'entrée tactile est calculée (206 ; 209) comme étant supérieure à une valeur de mouvement seuil, déterminer si l'entrée tactile est une entrée de tranche de la main ; et

si la taille de la région de contact de l'entrée tactile est déterminée comme étant inférieure à une taille seuil, l'excentricité est déterminée comme étant inférieure à la valeur d'excentricité seuil, l'angle est déterminé comme étant dans une plage de 41 à 69 degrés par rapport à la ligne de référence, la variance est déterminée comme étant inférieure à la valeur de variance seuil, ou la quantité de mouvement est calculée comme étant inférieure à la valeur de mouvement seuil, déterminer si l'entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt, s'il est déterminé que l'entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt, exécuter un premier événement correspondant au toucher de doigt, et

s'il est déterminé que l'entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main, et dans la plage d'angle de 70 à 90 degrés, exécuter un deuxième événement correspondant à l'opération de balayage du toucher de tranche de la main,

s'il est déterminé que l'entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main et dans la plage d'angle de 0 à 40 degrés, exécuter un troisième événement correspondant à l'opération de balayage du toucher de tranche de la main,

le premier événement, le deuxième événement et le troisième événement étant différents.

3. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur qui stocke les instructions pour exécuter un procédé pour fournir une interface tactile, les instructions pour :

recevoir (201) une entrée tactile provenant d'une unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310) ;

déterminer si l'entrée tactile est un toucher de doigt ou un toucher de tranche de la main, le toucher de tranche de la main étant un bord d'une paume de la main entrant en contact avec l'unité de détection tactile (300 ; 1310), la détermination comprenant en outre ;

si la taille de la région de contact de l'entrée tactile est déterminée (202) comme étant supérieure à une taille seuil, calcul (203) d'une excentricité de la région de contact de l'entrée tactile ;

si l'excentricité est calculée comme étant supérieure à une valeur d'excentricité seuil, calcul (204) d'un angle de l'entrée tactile en calculant l'angle par rapport à une ligne de référence passant par un point central de la région de contact dans une direction d'axe y qui est parallèle à un bord long de l'unité de détection tactile (300),

et une ligne droite passant par un long rayon de la région de contact ;

si l'angle de l'entrée tactile est calculé comme étant dans une plage d'angle de 70 à 90 degrés, ou de 0 à 40 degrés, par rapport à la ligne de référence, détection d'une coordonnée de la région de contact et calcul (205) d'une variance (205 ; 208) de la coordonnée détectée ;

si la variance est déterminée (205 ; 208) comme étant supérieure à une valeur de variance seuil, calcul (206 ; 209) d'une quantité de mouvement de l'entrée tactile dans une opération de balayage à travers l'unité de détection tactile (300) ; et

si la quantité de mouvement de l'entrée tactile est calculée (206 ; 209) comme étant supérieure à une valeur de mouvement seuil, détermination du fait de savoir si l'entrée tactile est une entrée de tranche de la main ; et

si la taille de la région de contact de l'entrée tactile est déterminée (202) comme étant inférieure à une taille seuil, l'excentricité est déterminée (203) comme étant inférieure à la valeur d'excentricité seuil, l'angle est déterminé (204) comme étant dans une plage de 41 à 69 degrés par rapport à la ligne de référence, ou la variance est déterminée (208) comme étant inférieure à la valeur de variance seuil, ou la quantité de mouvement (206 ; 209) est calculée comme étant inférieure à la valeur de mouvement seuil, détermination du fait de savoir si l'entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt,

s'il est déterminé que l'entrée tactile est le toucher de doigt, exécution (211) d'un premier événement correspondant au toucher de doigt,

s'il est déterminé que l'entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main, et dans la plage d'angle de 70 à 90 degrés, exécution (207) d'un deuxième événement correspondant à l'opération de balayage du toucher de
tranche de la main,
s’il est déterminé que l’entrée tactile est le toucher de tranche de la main et dans la plage d’angle de 0 à 40 degrés, exécution (210) d’un troisième événement correspondant à l’opération de balayage du toucher de tranche de la main,
le premier événement, le deuxième événement et le troisième événement étant différents.
[Fig. 1]

1. Start
2. Receive touch input
3. Detect touch characteristic
4. Generate events different from each other according to detected characteristic
5. End
[Fig. 10]
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